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ABSTRACT
Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) that have been recently commercialized can largely be divided into fixed-wing aircraft and rotor 

aircraft by their styles and flight characteristics. Although the fixed-wing aircraft represents higher power efficiency, higher speed, longer 
flight distance and larger loading weight than the rotor aircraft, they have a disadvantage of requiring a space for take-off and landing. 
On the other hand, the rotor aircraft can implement vertical take-off and landing (VTOL) and represents various flight modes (hovering, 
steep bank turns and low-speed flights). But they require both precision take-off control and attitude control. In this study, we used 
a quad-tilt rotor UAV to combine advantages in both the fixed-wing aircraft and the rotor aircraft. The quad-tilt rotor (QTR) system 
was designed and constructed by adding a tilt device with a servo motor to a general quad-rotor vehicle. 
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I. Introduction1)

Multi-purpose, compact unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) 

have been attracting great attention over the past few decades. 

These systems can be used in a wide area of civilian and 

military applications such as surveillance in disasters, traffic 

monitoring, law enforcement and power line maintenance, 

marine operations, battle damage assessment, and border 

detection [1-8].

These application areas lead to more advanced research 

for increasing the level of autonomy and reducing the size 

of UAVs. UAVs can be roughly classified into two groups: 

fixed-wing UAVs and rotary-wing UAVs (e.g., helicopter). 

Both types have their advantages and disadvantages. Fixed- 

wing UAVs can fly with a large cruising speed, but an 

extremely large site is required for takeoff and landing, and 

it is an unsuitable mission in urban regions. On the other 

hand, in the case of rotary-wing UAVs, the taking-off and 

landing sites need not be chosen because they can take 

off and land vertically. In addition, they can also perform 
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a steady flight operation called hovering; hence, they are 

advantageous for monitoring fixed points. However, their 

cruising speed is less than that of a fixed-wing aircraft, 

and hence, the area on which they can carry out their mission 

is small [9].

In recent years, hybrid design UAVs that join the vertical 

flight capabilities of rotary-wing UAVs with the high speed 

long duration flight capabilities of fixed-wing UAVs have 

been developed. Despite their increased mechanical complexity 

and more difficult control, they are very desirable for their 

ability to act like both fixed-wing and rotary-wing UAVs, 

since this ability is very useful in various missions. Among 

these hybrid designs, tilt-rotor UAVs constitute an attractive 

research area due to their stability, energy efficiency and 

controllability [10-12]. The tilt-rotor UAVs can realize 

vertical take-off and landing (VTOL), hovering, and high 

cruising speed flight by changing the angle of the rotor side 

by a tilt mechanism. 

In this paper, a smart electric powered quad tilt-rotor (QTR) 

UAV is presented. It has four rotors which are mounted 

on the four wings. The wings, together with the rotors, are 

tilted between vertical and horizontal configurations to 

accomplish vertical and horizontal flights. The tilt mechanism 
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can be actuated by servo motors. The flight mode of QTR- 

UAV can be changed by tilting the rotors on the wings. The 

first flight mode is the helicopter mode, and in this mode, 

the QTR-UAV can takeoff and landing vertically and it can 

hover on a fixed point. The second flight mode is the airplane 

mode, in this mode, the QTR-UAV can fly like an airplane, 

and it is possible to move at high speeds. The objective 

of this study is to develop a smart quad tilt-rotor system 

that shows a simple structure and can implement VTOL by 

combining advantages in both fixed-wing UAV and rotary- 

wing UAV.

II. Operation of Quad Tilt-Rotor UAV

A QTR aircraft is a new concept complex UAV combining 

advantages of conventional take-off and landing (CTOL) 

vehicle and VTOL vehicle, which includes all characteristics 

of VTOL aircraft and CTOL aircraft. When the rotor angle 

is 0°, it has VTOL aircraft characteristics while it makes 

a flight with CTOL aircraft characteristics when over 0°. 

Like this, according to the change of the rotor angle, the 

characteristics of UAV’s motion is changed. The operating 

modes of the QTR-UAV can be divided into VTOL mode, 

transition mode and CTOL mode as shown in Fig. 1 [13-14]. 

1. Operation in VTOL mode

In VTOL mode, the tilt angle of wing’s rotor is 0° and 

the axes of the propellers are tilted in the vertical direction. 

Thus it can make VTOL and hovering flight. It also has VTOL 

aircraft characteristics. Because the lifting force, which lifts 

the vehicle, is generated only by the propeller thrust, it is 

an operating mode with the lowest fuel efficiency. Therefore, 

it is favorable to have a short operating time in VTOL mode 

by changing to transition mode in a short time after vertical 

take-off.

(a) VTOL mode        (b) Transition mode         (c) CTOL mode

Fig. 1 Flight modes of QTR-UAV

2. Operation in transition mode

Transition mode is the middle process between VTOL mode 

and CTOL mode, in which the wing tilts in the process of 

the flight to change from VTOL to CTOL. The propeller 

thrust that serves as the main lift force works in the forward 

direction and the lift force on the wing gradually increases. 

An appropriate tilt angle has been determined depending 

on its velocity, and an excessive or insufficient tilt angle 

would cause a structural problem and an unstable flight 

characteristic.

3. Operation in CTOL mode

CTOL mode is a cruising flight state in which tilting is 

completed with the wing’s tilt angle of 90° through transition 

mode. The vehicle has CTOL aircraft characteristics and 

the thrust of the propeller is in the forward direction, and 

the lift force acting on the vehicle is generated by the wing. 

Therefore, this is an operating mode with the highest 

efficiency. In this mode, the flight speed is high.

III. Construction of QTR-UAV

1. Configuration of control system

The vehicle was operated by control signal sent from R/C 

transmitter. Fig 2 shows block diagram of flight control system 

of the QTR-UAV. In order to obtain data from sensors and 

to stabilize rotors, a controller is required. As a controller 

in the vehicle, ATmega2560 and APM2.0 board were used.

APM2.0 board is equipped with a tri-axial gyro sensor, 

a tri-axial accelerometer sensor, a tri-axial geomagnetic 

sensor, a barometric pressure sensor and GPS. The controller 

receives attitude data from a sensor through I2C (Inter- 

Integrated Circuit) communication. After data processing, 

it generates a PWM signal and controls rotation speed of 

the rotor to manage the vehicle’s motion. As a rotor for 

propulsion and high power efficiency of the vehicle, a 

brushless DC motor (FlyCam925), which maintenance is 

almost not required, was used. For control of constant speed 

velocity of rotor, SBEC 20A of FlyCam was adopted as an 

electronic speed control (ESC). The sensor module included a 
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Fig. 2 Block diagram of flight control system

6-axis gyro-accelerometer (MPU-6000), which combines a 

3-axis gyroscope for measurement of angular velocity and a 

3-axis accelerometer for measurement of acceleration value 

of each axis, and 3-axis geomagnetic sensor (HMC-5883L) 

to detect direction and barometer (MEAS MS5611) to measure 

altitude. And the measured real-time images from wireless 

camera were sent to PC through MCU (ATmega2560). In 

VTOL mode, the angles of four rotors are controlled by 

using a servo motor and then the vehicle body turns into 

transition mode.

2. Design of QTR-UAV

Fig 3 shows the implemented prototype of the QTR aircraft. 

The specifications of the prototype vehicle is described in 

Table 1. The weight of the aircraft was 1.7㎏. It was powered 

by high-capacity, high-discharge Lithium Polymer batteries 

and the body of the aircraft was designed with rectangular 

shape and the size was 0.46m×0.46m. The distance between 

rotor axis was 0.65 and the rotor diameter was 9 inch. The 

total height of the vehicle was 0.28m.  

Fig 4 shows a tilt-rotor system to perform a tilt function 

stably. The difference between the conventional and the 

developed aircraft is the tilt-rotor system with a rotor holder 

and a servo motor (Japan Remote Control Co., Ltd. DC589). 

The rotor holder designed by 2D-CAD software JWCAD and 

CATLA. The rotor holder made of aluminum and the tilt 

frame made of aircraft plywood. 

Fig. 3 Prototype of QTR-UAV

Table 1 Specifications of QTR-UAV
Rotor Axis Distance 650 [㎜]

Rotor Diameter 9 [inch]

Height 280 [㎜]

Width 460 [㎜]

Weight 1.7 [㎏]

Fig. 4  Comparison between the conventional quad-rotor and 
the developed tilt-rotor aircraft.

IV. Experimental Results

The flight experiment of the aircraft was carried out in 

relatively spacious room without obstacles. The flight control 

signal of the QTR-UAV is directly transmitted by R/C 

transmitter. The flight operates in VTOL mode at the 

beginning and changes in transition mode.

 For checking flight stability of the aircraft, the hovering 

test of the QTR-UAV was conducted in the indoors. Fig 

5 shows roll and pitch data obtained from the 6-axis 

gyro-accelerometer for 35 seconds while the aircraft was 

hovering in VTOL mode. The data on roll axis changed about 

–2° and the data on pitch axis also moved about –2°. Through 

the hovering test, we could know that the QTR aircraft was 
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possible to make a stable flight in VTOL aircraft mode as well.

Fig 6 and Fig 7 show the attitude data coming from the 

6-axis gyro-accelerometer by tilting the vehicle’s rotor at 

8° for about 4 minutes. It was controlled only using tilt signals 

Fig. 5 Characteristics of motion at hovering flight

Fig. 6 Roll data in CTOL mode test

Fig. 7 Pitch data in CTOL mode test

on pitch axis and roll axis, while the data of yaw axis was 

excluded. The roll data showed a change of +5° ~ –10°, while 

the pitch data showed a change of +8° ~ –12°. The QTR 

aircraft showed that the change in the attitude data was 

a similar level in comparison with the data on the conventional 

quad-rotor vehicle.

Fig 8 shows the tilt signal of the rotor when the pilot 

directly made a signal during a flight. The width of the signal 

is about 5 seconds, and the attitude and the movement distance 

of the body were measured by applying a signal to tilt the 

rotor. Signal + and – were given alternately to x-axis for 

time period between 0 and 100 second, while signal + and 

– were given to Y-axis for time period between 150 second 

and 250 second.

Fig. 9 shows the flight distance from the starting position 

of the QTR-UAV. It shows the movement data received from 

GPS when the QTR aircraft was moved by the tilt signal 

shown in Fig. 8. The aircraft moved up to 20m in –X direction 

from the original position, while it moved up to 13m in –Y 

direction.

Fig. 10 shows pitch data and Y-axis movement of the vehicle 

according to a tilt signal. It shows that the aircraft body 

moved 5m to –Y-axis because tilt signal of –Y-axis started 

at 195 second. By the analysis of the pitch data, there was 

small fluctuation about +2° to –3°. After the tilt signal, the 

body stopped moving and at 208 second, it moves again 

to +Y-axis by tilt signal  of +Y-axis. At this time, the pitch 

Fig. 8 Tilt signal during the flight.
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Fig. 9 Position data from GPS

Fig. 10 Pitch and Y-position when tilt signal is applied

data of the vehicle showed variation about +2° to –5°. From 

the result of the gyro data, we were recognized that the 

vehicle made a stable flight without any big fluctuation.

Fig. 11 also shows roll data and X-axis movement of the 

vehicle according to tilt signal. It shows that the aircraft 

body moved 3m to +X-axis because tilt signal of +X-axis 

started at 44 second. By the analysis of the roll data, there 

was a little of fluctuation about +2° to –5°. After the tilt 

signal, the aircraft body stopped moving and at 57 second, 

it moves again to –X-axis by tilt signal of –X-axis.  A 

movement change about +2° to –3° was found in the roll 

data. From this result, the jiggle of the QTR vehicle was 

similar to that of the general quad-rotor vehicle and thus 

we could confirm that the developed vehicle could make 

a stable flight.

Fig. 11 Roll and X-position when tilt signal is applied

V. Conclusion

In this study, we presented a new tilt-rotor system 

combining VTOL aircraft and CTOL aircraft. For the tilt-rotor 

system, the QTR-UAV was designed on the basis of the 

general quad-rotor aircraft. Unlike the forms of general twin 

rotor and quad tilt wing, the QTR aircraft had four rotors 

and could control the flight movement of the aircraft through 

tilting of the rotors on X and Y axes. From the experimental 

results, we could confirm that the flight characteristics were 

quite stable in comparison with the data on the conventional 

quad-rotor vehicle. Through a further study, it is needed 

a generation of an altitude-compensated signal in transition 

mode. Also, it is necessary that the tilt angle of the rotor 

is allowed up to ±90°.
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